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In 1968, despite his claims of innocence, Nathan Wright was convicted of armed robbery and murder and sentenced to serve 170 years in prison. While in prison, Wright started to paint. A 1975 exhibition of his work at the South Side Community Art Center benefited his defense fund, “Friends of Nathan Wright,” headed by Dr. Margaret Burroughs, the Chicago artist and activist. The warden permitted Wright to leave Pontiac Prison, where he had been locked up, to attend the final day of the exhibit, which was attended by more than seven hundred people.¹

In 2014 this seems astonishing. The possibility that a warden might release an artist to attend an exhibit at all, let alone to support a defense fund, has become unimaginable. While they are public institutions—supported by taxpayer dollars, staffed by mostly unionized state employees—prisons are also widely understood as opaque, impermeable places that couldn’t be further from the realm of art.²

There is scant research on art production inside prisons, even though in 1970 available data suggests that across the US there were at least 6,900 incarcerated artists; per prison, an average of sixty artists participated in prison art programs, raising at least $30,000 per year through art sales.³ In 1970,
prisoners at Stateville, a maximum security prison in Illinois, sold more than $40,000 worth of artwork, making the prison the “correctional facility with the largest number of registered artists and the highest art sales in the US.”

The erasure of this history is the legacy of an art market in which expertise and value is made available only to those with formal education or private resources to produce art and access cultural knowledge. But it is also particular to the site of the prison and the body of the prisoner. Beyond the hetero-gendered, racialized commodification of art (and other forms of expertise or mastery), prisons are understood as outside of normal life—antithetical to civilization. And as theorist Frank Wilderson writes, “whoever says ‘prison’ says Black” or “absolute dereliction.” A prison artist is thus oxymoronic. Yet behind the walls of American prisons, art production thrives. Despite limited tools, people inside prisons make works that range from portraits on paper to sculptural and functional objects to narrative forms that create cultural knowledge about the history and context of confinement.

Both of us have spent a good portion of the last decade working outside and inside prisons in Illinois to support and/or build access to art and education programs. Mercurial and punishing regulations enacted by the state prison systems make any attempt to work inside at best a time-consuming rabbit hole and at worst a collision with a death star. Meager resources exist for public arts or education programs outside of prisons; even less is available for people who are locked up. Available private or philanthropic funds are inadequate and inconsistent and require quantifiable outcomes, such as reduced recidivism or contributions to the economy. In the current climate, cultural and educational institutions—operating under imagined or real financial strains—are loath to support programs inside prisons.

A look at the 1960s and 1970s illustrates a different constellation of possibilities in which Chicago artists, academics, and affiliated organizations and institutions crossed boundaries between free and un-free worlds to make connections, build political analysis and solidarity, and sometimes make money. Ceramic programs, art exhibitions, poetry readings, and live jazz performances happened in state prisons. Lee Bernstein identifies a Prison Arts Movement, enmeshed with the Blacks Arts Movement, characterized by “an impressive array of artists and writers [who] ran workshops, published chapbooks at their expense, taught music classes.” Not only did those working within the Black Arts Movement actively support the artistic goals of people inside, but some served time themselves. Bernstein notes that the identity and the image of the prisoner were central to the liberatory goals of the Black Arts Movement.

Dr. Margaret Burroughs and other black artists working or living in the prison system forged relationships between educational and cultural institutions and the emerging prison nation. Focusing on Stateville and Pontiac prisons, two state institutions for adult males, where Dr. Burroughs and the DuSable Museum of African American History developed art and black history programs, this chapter outlines a small part of what we provisionally identify as Chicago’s Prison Arts Movement. We do not seek a mythic past of better program-rich prisons or real revolutionary practices. Nor is our goal simply to build strong educational and arts programs inside prisons when, in our own political moment, universities and museums are increasingly inaccessible. Rather, along with many others, we envision and work toward a society that does not warehouse poor people in prisons, and finds ways to address harm other than by caging and policing people. We long for a future in which all people have access to high-quality art and educational experiences in freedom, not behind walls. To that end, we learn by tracing the histories of work done by Dr. Burroughs and other individuals, cultural institutions, and political movements, to illustrate what networks inside and outside were once possible. This allows us to imagine prisons not as timeless and inevitable but as a process that can be changed, reimagined, and dismantled.
Chicago: Prison/Arts Movement

In the last decade, studies on incarceration and confinement have critically historicized and analyzed how one of the world’s largest democracies produced the highest rate of imprisonment and the largest number of people confined in prisons, jails, and detention centers. In 2014 approximately 2.3 million people are incarcerated in the United States—one in every 99.1 adults. Disproportionately, people of color and poor people are locked up. Since the 1980s the war on drugs, “three strikes” laws, mandatory minimum sentencing, and a plethora of regulations and legal maneuvering have confined more people for longer sentences than any other period in American history. The construction of our current prison nation is neither a narrative of progress nor separable from wider economic and political shifts.

In Illinois, early prisons were built in proximity to major cities and held mostly white men who would return to their home communities. Pontiac Prison was built in 1871 as a boys’ reformatory school; it was later converted to a prison. Similarly, Oakdale Reformatory for Women opened in 1930 and later became the Dwight Correctional Center, a maximum-security prison for women. Stateville Prison was built in 1925 as the fifth prison in the state. It has one of the last round houses in the nation, buildings designed on the panopticon model of British philosopher and social reformer Jeremy Bentham. Duties such as growing food and tending livestock were common practices when prisons were built. By 1955 Stateville had a 2,200-acre farm with cattle, hogs, and vegetables, and raised pheasants for the Illinois Conservation Department.

In the 1960s prisons across the country possessed a range of educational and artistic programs of varying quality and depth that were possible in part because of Pell Grants, National Endowment for the Arts funding, and resources provided by large private foundations. In 1966 the Summary of Educational Opportunities: Available to Inmates at Stateville Joliet, edited by the educational staff and printed at Stateville Prison, started with the statement: “The schools represent a major part of the overall program of rehabilitation for the inmates of the institution, emphasizing the fact that free education is part of our democratic ideal.” This report highlights programs available at Stateville in 1966, including GED classes, college programs (taught by faculty from Northern Illinois University), distance education programs delivered on TV, electronics classes, a barber school, a horticultural program, an art program, and a number of trades, including sheet metal, canning, and book binding. Art was one of the more popular classes at Stateville: “undoubtedly responsible for this popularity is the gifted civilian teacher of the art class... The inmates know their instructor as an accomplished artist as well as teacher.” In addition to the classes, more than 600 men had “art permits” to work on art projects, and their work had been “exhibited on television, as well as in the following cities: Joliet, Galesburg, Elgin, and Chicago, Illinois; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and New York City.”

By 1968 the fourth annual exhibition of artwork by incarcerated artists was held outside the gates of the prison, with 17,500 people attending and purchasing more than nine hundred paintings. Ten percent of the sales went to prison education programs; the rest went to the artists.

In Chicago, black artists, religious leaders, and institutions in Chicago organized arts and educational programs in prisons. Rainbow PUSH, an organization started by Jesse Jackson in 1971, offered Prison Ministries, the venue through which Dr. Burroughs later met incarcerated artists and started teaching art classes. The DuSable Museum, co-founded by Burroughs, developed a Prison Fund that, among other things, supported a publication created by black poets at Pontiac Prison. Art by incarcerated artists was shown at Operation Breadbasket headquarters in the Capitol Theater at 79th and Halsted and in other locations around Chicago with the support of the economic development organization’s staff. Looking Toward Freedom, a group created by formerly incarcerated artist Ben Bey, organized artists to exhibit their work as a means of “provid[ing] money and a feeling of acceptance” by their communities. The Illinois Arts Council supported a program of theater and art at Stateville called “Con-Artistes,” which produced plays such as One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and supported a Prison Art Center. In addition to art and academic classes in the prison system from the 1960s through the 1980s, Leisure Time Services staff facilitated intramural sports between prisons and with outside teams. In some minimum-security prisons, incarcerated people worked in the community.

Even though such opportunities existed, these programs did not interrupt the prison’s focus on punishment. Lee Bernstein suggests that those involved with the Prison Arts Movement understood the aims of their work inside prisons as revolutionary, while largely white correctional staff, on the other hand, understood their aims as “the reformation of the convict.” These programs were unevenly available; many people of color within prisons were locked out of college and other educational access programs because prison staff did not see them as candidates for rehabilitation or they failed to pass the tests used as gateways to educational programs.

In Illinois, artists working in all media got involved in prison work. Preston Jackson, an artist and musician, recalled a time in 1968 when his jazz band was paid to perform in Pontiac Prison. Musician Phil Cohran also played at the prison, dancer Darlene Blackburn performed, and poet Gwendolyn Brooks read her work at state prisons as the Illinois Poet Laureate. These connections were not unidirectional: people in prison...
were not simply audiences for trained artists to educate. Instead, relationships were reciprocal and the production and sharing of creative work was fluid. Preston Jackson, a black sculptor and musician, says that his band often played music at state prisons to visit incarcerated musicians. Brooks mentored the writing of Etheridge Knight’s *Poems from Prison* while he was incarcerated in Indiana.

Dr. Margaret Burroughs was one of the germinal figures supporting artists in Illinois prisons.29 She was a friend and classmate of Gwendolyn Brooks, and early on they worked together in the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) youth council.28 As an educator, artist, and activist, Dr. Burroughs and her then-husband Bernard Goss were among the many community members who helped establish the South Side Community Art Center in 1940. The Center, started with community and Works Progress Administration funds, provided visual, literary, and performing arts programs and a place where black artists could exhibit their work.25 Twenty years later, Dr. Burroughs co-founded the DuSable Museum of African American History in her home.

In its early years, the DuSable Museum offered books, magazines, counseling, and correspondence courses in black history to people in Illinois prisons.26 A co-founder of the museum, Eugene Feldman, a white, Jewish civil rights activist, credits Burroughs with developing and offering the first correspondence course in African American history, designed primarily for people in prison. Feldman describes Burroughs’s early work in Illinois prisons:

In the middle 1960s she and her husband Charles Burroughs went to the Illinois State Penitentiary at Joliet, Illinois to lecture to the prisoners concerning black history and culture. The lecture was arranged by an Episcopal priest. It was a very fruitful time and afterward some of the prisoners kept in close touch by mail with Dr. Burroughs and the museum. Later when I went to Pontiac, Illinois State Prison she went with me on several occasions and in our classrooms where I taught weekly, she talked very casually to the students in prison, telling about her African trips, what was developing in the way of African liberation of nations, African culture and languages, music, and about the DuSable Museum.29

As Executive Director of the DuSable, Dr. Burroughs reached out to a larger community to raise awareness and funds for the work with people, mainly men, in prisons. In an editorial in the *Chicago Defender*, published twenty-two days after the Attica Prison uprising, she wrote, “In recent days we have become painfully aware of problems in our prisons... We are presently conducting classes at Pontiac, Illinois State prison and we have plans to publish an anthology of poems by black prisoners in the state.”30 She asked readers for financial donations for “books, art supplies and special programs” at the prison. She also used her own artwork to garner financial support. In a small self-made publication titled *Black, Black*, a rhythmic poem rooted in Black Power sentiments, Dr. Burroughs used the last page of the piece to let readers know where to send contributions to a Culture Fund for Prison Inmate Artists.31

Margaret Burroughs’s work inside prisons continued throughout her life, emphasizing black history, positive black identity, and art. In the 1980s, she went on Sundays with Queen Mother Reverend Helen Sinclair and others in PUSH to prisons across Illinois; in February they focused on black history. Dr. Burroughs and Sinclair went to Pontiac prison, meeting with men on death row, including William Jones, who wrote an obituary for Burroughs in 2011 for *Stateville Speaks*, a newspaper written by and for incarcerated people:

I along with almost every other member of death row found so much hope and life every third Sunday of the month when Dr. Burroughs and Queen Mother Helen Sinclair made their visit. Pontiac’s death row was a cold and barren place not fit for people such as Dr. Burroughs and Queen Mother, but there they were in their colorful African attire. And such big smiles on their faces. Dr. Burroughs spent her time out on a Sunday to walk the gallery throughout all the elements, from heat to cold. She did it to bring a little comfort to a few lost souls like me. She made me believe in myself. In my despair, she raised her voice and told me: My son, do you know you are a descendant of great Kings; you are someone and I love you. Now get to your work-station and write me a poem. I will be back the third Sunday of next month and you have to have something for me.32

Eventually, Burroughs taught regular Tuesday classes at Joliet and later at Stateville. She taught drawing, painting, and even printmaking (before Stateville staff confiscated her cutting tools). Burroughs, Feldman, and Sinclair created a culture where other black artists and intellectuals, including Useni Eugene Perkins, a distinguished poet and playwright of the Black Arts Movement, felt connected and able to work inside prisons. Between 1970 and 1973, Perkins taught at Pontiac, where he described the relationship between prisoners and prison administration as “quid pro quo.” In other words, incarcerated people had access to some tacit power in their environment because confining people without some cultural outlets...
Perkins’s work and other classes organized by Eugene Feldman (then director of development at the DuSable) were halted as a direct response to the uprisings in Pontiac in 1973.\(^\text{34}\)

Preston Jackson also taught in state prisons in the late 1960s. He started teaching in prison to support himself as a student at Southern Illinois University: “I guess I wasn’t dedicated to it but to be honest with you it was for the money. But the attitudes in the country were such that we felt that we were part of the revolution.... I belonged to a mixed group called Youth Against War and Fascism, and that attitude went in with me..... We related to being prisoners ourselves, I think it was simply because of the color of my skin and economic background.” Later Jackson and his jazz band performed at Pontiac and Joliet prisons. “That was semi-regular, because again, that attitude of bringing something to the prisoners from the outside [was important] because that was the beginning of a lot of African Americans being hustled—being taken off the streets—for a purpose.”\(^\text{35}\)

Between the 1960s and 1970s, as culture makers were teaching, sharing resources, and organizing exhibitions in state prisons, some formerly incarcerated men organized themselves. Looking Toward Freedom, founded in 1970, aimed to use art, culture, and training programs to support people coming out of prison. Members of the group were exclusively former prisoners and had exhibited their work at the Art Institute of Chicago and the Merchandise Mart, among other venues.\(^\text{36}\) An article about the opening of the group’s first exhibition quotes founder Ben Bey: “There is no line between prison and post prison life, only an instant and then series of difficult, frustrating and seemingly endless experiences for which we were never prepared and which often end in re-incarceration.” Bey saw the importance of formerly incarcerated artists working together to create different rehabilitative programs: “Our solidarity and our tool is the prison experience. The present programs of ‘rehabilitation’ are run by professionals.... [W]e do not reject these programs... but more is needed and we see ourselves as a complement to existing organizations.”\(^\text{37}\) With funds from the W. Clement and Jessie V. Stone Foundation in 1972, the Shop for Prison ART (art, rehabilitation, and training) opened on 209 North Michigan Avenue in downtown Chicago as the first permanent gallery devoted exclusively to showing the work of incarcerated or formerly incarcerated artists.\(^\text{38}\)

Cracked Walls, Broken Windows

Prison and community exchanges represented mobility and possibilities seemingly unthinkable today, but even as these arts exchanges deepened, prisons were (and still are) spaces of intense state violence. As key sites for liberation struggles during the 1960s and 1970s, prisoners’ resistance and collectivization were met with violent repression. In 1973 uprisings broke out at many prisons across the nation, including Stateville and Pontiac.\(^\text{39}\) A *Chicago Defender* report on the 1973 Stateville uprising, “Revolt Was Expected,” highlights the reason for the uprising: “inaction of public officials was cited as cause for the rebellion by several persons who have advocated reforms for IL and other penal institutions throughout the nation.” Demands from prisoners at Stateville included a black ward, closing isolation units, release of those in programs for “hard to handle prisoners,” and an end to the honor block;\(^\text{40}\) “to create equality for all prisoners.”\(^\text{41}\) A year later, the John Howard Association, an Illinois prison watchdog group, released a report stating that the Department of Corrections was “sabotaging” education programs at Stateville by, among other things, transferring all teaching programs to the building that holds the segregation housing units.\(^\text{42}\)

Repression in prison did not go unnoticed. In 1975 the *Black Panther* newspaper featured an “Open Letter to the People” written by men incarcerated at Stateville urging people to see how the treatment inside is linked to the lives of black people in the “free” world:

For the past two and one half years, the State Ministry of Repression, better known as the Illinois Department of Corrections, has been working with other state institutions, government bodies, so-called private and/or civic organizations and the federal government, to change the state judicial/prison system. The public, as well
as prisoners, are being led to believe that these changes are for the benefit of all concerned. But we should not continue to accept these changes without questioning them and we should not continue to look only on the surface of these changes. Nothing happens in the state of Illinois that is not in some way connected to all other things happening all over the US... While they build new walls and install cameras in Stateville, they are also building walls, fences and installing cameras inside and around the housing projects and neighborhoods that you live in and all for the same reasons. What happens in Stateville concerns YOU. And what happens to you concerns us here.

These words remind us that any program in prison, even those with good intentions, can serve to create a “surface” of rehabilitation or correction, while obfuscating the functions and daily administration of control. Furthermore, the writers identified a dialectic between free and unfree regulations and laws that further compounded the rates and lengths of recidivism rates and enhances prison “stability,” in 1994, Pell Grants to incarcerated people were eliminated and some seven hundred college programs in prisons folded. Along with other states, Illinois passed new regulations and laws that further compounded the rates and lengths of incarceration. Elongated sentences then seemingly justified a prison’s decision to not allocate resources for people who will be “locked away for life.” In 1955 the warden of Stateville said, “Ninety-five percent of all the men committed here are released some day.” Today many people in maximum-security prisons such as Stateville and Pontiac will die serving extraordinarily long prison terms, often for crimes for which they would have already been released had they been sentenced in a different country or years earlier.

**Remaking, Rebuilding, Again**

Dr. Margaret Burroughs spent the last thirty-five years of her life visiting and working in prisons, including teaching at Stateville, but outside of prison this work has been marginalized or forgotten, omitted from her Chicago Sun-Times and New York Times obituaries. A display case at the entrance of Stateville honors Dr. Burroughs publicly through a memorial to her contribution as an art teacher (along with awards for prison guards and counselors in a section titled “Positive Corner”). While the greatest acknowledgement to Burroughs could be to build high-quality cultural programs, to create and support relationships between black art institutions and people in prison, or to let all people—particularly black people—out of cages, instead the Burroughs legacy within the Illinois Department of Corrections is stripped of a wider political and cultural legacy. In the display, she is represented as a quaint, sweet, grandmotherly art teacher.

Researching the history of art and educational programs in Illinois’s prisons is illuminating and depressing, particularly as we are currently working and negotiating within these institutions. We are careful not to imagine that knowledge of these histories could somehow ensure that our current efforts inside Stateville prison are special, different, or even revolutionary. If anything, this research reminds us that the current carceral state is undergoing a period of change and reconfiguration, and that our efforts can also be easily appropriated or erased. While contemporary budgetary crises have galvanized such divergent figures as former House Speaker Newt Gingrich and US Attorney General Eric Holder to publicly question the US criminal legal system, real change is maddeningly slow. Rules, laws, and regulations woven into school policies, public housing ordinances, and health care facilities continue to sweep up populations of mostly poor black people; the tough-on-crime legacy has expanded to include immigrants as a new carceral population.

In 2011, when we organized a multiracial group of artists, writers, and scholars to start teaching at Stateville (population hovering around 1,800), there was only one paid General Educational Development (GED) teacher and two or three volunteers teaching financial skills or facilitating reading groups, often without support from outside institutions. With the legacy of Dr. Burroughs still palpable at the prison, we organized regular classes, hosted a guest lecture series, and are starting an artist- and writer-in-residence project. We have several institutional partners and are in regular communication with other related projects around the country. As little is consistent or guaranteed within the context of punitive state power, we are not likely to be seduced into thinking that we have built something new or sustainable. Without a visible record of the connections between institutions, such as the museum or university and state prisons, there is little historical memory left to suggest how institutions’ affiliations and alliances could be arranged otherwise. This is a wider problem within the carceral state where “tough on crime” is naturalized, and imagining forms of safety and security not predicated on policing or prisons is almost impossible. Similarly, within the field of art history, what counts as art persistently disqualifies those outside of formal institutions. While the presence of these
counter-histories does not guarantee other futures—in art, public education, or public safety—the erasure ensures a thin historic record from which to imagine and build transformative futures. This writing fattens the record.
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William Walker’s Walls of Prophecy and Protest, and the Revolutionary Roots of a Public Art Movement

Jeff Huebner

Muralist William Walker wasn’t trying to defy authority when he spent several months on an elaborate scaffolding system painting *Peace and Salvation: Wall of Understanding* on the side of a five-story building at the edge of the Cabrini–Green public housing complex in Chicago in 1970. Yet he was engaged in expression that some viewers might have found provocative, indicting racism while encouraging black solidarity and what he would, in his report on the mural, call the “unity of the human race.”

To the east, a few blocks away, was the Gold Coast, Chicago’s wealthiest neighborhood. To the west were the Frances Cabrini Row-houses and William Green Homes, among the nation’s most notorious housing projects. It was an insular seventy-acre enclave of some 15,000 residents living in low-rises and high-rises, known for its vice, crime, poverty, and despair. One couldn’t imagine a starker tableau of racial and economic disparity.

Walker’s primary audience was urban blacks, but everyone would see this mural. Its central image showed a row of whites wearing Ku Klux Klan hoods, helmets, and swastikas pointing fingers at a row of angry black militants who responded with raised fists. One level up, a Chicago policeman and a Black Panther, both armed, glared at each other. Above lay the supine